
PHONOLOGY

0.0 CONSONANTS

bilabial labio- dental palatal velar glottal clicks

-dental -alveolar -alveolar

plosive <p)t b
g <•)§ <t>* ($)*

fricative <v)# f s (z)+ J j (x) +

nasal

lateral



0.1 Consonant clusters

medial C clusters:

rr



1.0 VOWELS

i \ u

e a* a# o

a

diphthongs:

al, ao, au, ol
t el

# given by Doornbos In his word-lists of Masai It 1

There are many examples of vowel length , though whether it Is

lexically significant remains to be demonstrated (I have found no

minimal pairs distinguished by vowel length alone).

There are two common assimilations of semi-vowels in inter-

consonantal positions (see Verbs 1.3):

/C-wa-C/ ->-*-» CC-oo-Cl and /C-wu-C/ -»-»-» CC-uu-C]

but /V-wa-C/ -»-*-* CV-wa-Cl and /V-wu-C/ -m-> CV-wu-C3



2.0 (NON-VERBAL) SYLLABIC SCHEMES

C final V final

C Initial



however, there are plural suffixes with final /rj/ (common), /s/ and /r/

(uncommon)

.

Syllabic units: (N)CV(V)(C), e.g. sa 'water 1

, kaij ' three' t ndu 'body 1

;

VC, e.g. as 'four 1

; V(V), e.g. il 'they*. Initial nasal C clusters are

counted as single Cs in the scheme above. Geminate Cs are uncommon in

Masalit,

Compare the above with a similar analysis of the dialect of Maba spoken

in Dar Masalit: C final V final

C initial 46% 37%

V initial 8% 9%

More than 80% of lexemes in both Maba and Masalit were C initial.

3.0 TONE

According to the evidence to date the languages of the Maba group

would appear to have at least two phonemic tones. This seems to be true

for Masa lit (high tone , low tone , fa 1 1 1 ng tone, r i si ng tone and

downs teps are present) 2
. In Maba the situation appears to be more

complex with several phonetic tone levels, though whether all are

phonemic or not is not at present clear3 ; the same holds true for Aiki

(' Runga' )
A

. As only a part of the data below has tone marked, all

phonetic tones, where known, will be marked in: ' (high,H) * (low,L)
*

(falling) " (rising) ' (downs tep)

.

Some minimal pairs:

kw6y£ there is not kw6y£ ear, leaf

kara bed kara girl

ndO 1 eprosy ndu body

From the small amount of evidence at hand it appears that tone plays

a morphologically and lexically significant role:

- In nominal singular/plural distinction: in general singular nomlnals

are characterized by a final low tone, plurals by a final high.

- Cardinal numbers are characterized by the tone patterns (L)H or
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(H)H* , ordinal numbers are cardinal numbers with tone pattern (L)L and

suffix -laija, Distribution (one each, two each etc.) is expressed by the

redupl ication of the cardinal but with al 1 tones high and a downstep

between the two cardinals: (H)H ( (H)H.

- Both demonstrative nominals (ill ' that 1

, lgi •this' ) have tone

patterns LL.

- Indigenous (i.e. non-Arabic) personal names are characterized by the

following tone patterns:

female: HL HHL HLL LHL LLHL LHHL

male: HL HHL HLL e

4.0 ITERATION AND REDUPLICATION

Iteration (the repetition of a segment which has meaning in its

unrepeated form - most often a morphological function) and reduplication

(the repetition of a segment which may have no independent meaning in

its unrepeated form - most often mimetic or onomatopoeic) are present.

4.1 Iteration (productive)

- Cardinal numbers are reduplicated (all at high tone) to render a

distributive sense:

tur five, tur 'tur five each

utuk ten, utuk 'utuk ten each

- utuk * ten' is reduplicated (retaining its original tone pattern)

to render one way of expressing 'twenty 1
: utuk utuk

4.2 Reduplication (not productive, many Ideophones)

cukicukl Bauhlnla rufescens (produces black seed pods which

rattle)

tukutuku the gurgling sound of water

buQbuQ-ko the tom-tomming sound of drums (-ko Is a singulatlve

marker)

taramtaram-ta speckles (-ta is a plural marker)

sisl sycamore

walwal-a light (not heavy)
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Footnotes

1 Stevenson gives two vowels /I/ and /U/ possibly variants of /!/ and

/u/, he does not give /a/. Davies gives five vowels only: 1,6,8,0^,

Yahya states that there is exclusive vowel harmony along the lines of

open with open (i (?) e a ^) and close with close (i e 3 o u). This is

not evident from data collected by Doornbos or myself.

2 Stevenson gives two tone levels In his data.

3 Personal communication from J-P Capri le (CNRS, Paris),

Lukas gives two main tone levels, rising and falling tones in Maba.

4 Personal communication from P Nougayrol (CNRS, Paris).

5 Except for till6 'one 1

, an adoptive from Kanuri.

6 There is one exception, girend la (male, literally 'water-pot shard*).
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